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Abstract

The objetives of good hip design have traditionally

inluded issues like performane, power and reliability.

Yield is rarely onsidered during the design proess,

exept in the design of memory ICs, where spei�

defet-tolerane tehniques are inorporated into the

arhiteture for yield enhanement.

In order to make the ase for establishing yield

as another design objetive we must �rst prove that a

hip's yield an not only be a�eted, but onsistently

improved, by deisions made during the design pro-

ess.

1. Introduction
The traditional objetives during the design of inte-

grated iruits inlude timing, area, power and reliabil-

ity. Designers take these objetives into onsideration

and will redo portions of their design if ertain val-

ues of these quality measures are not ahieved. Most

existing CAD systems inlude tools to evaluate these

measures and assist the designer in meeting the prod-

ut goals.

The situation is di�erent with respet to yield.

Yield is still, in most ases, onsidered an issue whih

is of onern only to fabriation engineers, and not

to hip designers. Most designers are not even aware

that some of the design deisions whih they make,

and some of the tehniques/tools whih they use, have

an impat on the produt yield.

The question we raise here is, should yield be made

a design objetive to be added to traditional quality

measures? To answer positively, we must �rst estab-

lish the impat of design deisions on the yield, and

then prove that the design at ertain stages of the pro-

ess an be modi�ed in order to ahieve a higher yield

for the �nal produt.

Yield an be made into a design objetive in sev-

eral di�erent stages of the design proess: arhite-

ture, oorplanning, routing and ompation. The im-

pat of arhitetural hoies on yield is well-known,

and is used regularly in the design of large apaity

memory ICs with built-in redundany. Sine this is

urrently a well established pratie, we will not dis-

uss it in this paper. In ontrast, tehniques for yield

enhanement during oorplanning, routing and om-

pation are hardly ever used. We will present the vari-

ous tehniques whih have been developed for yield en-

hanement during the routing and ompation stages

and disuss their bene�ts. The e�et of oorplanning

on yield has only reently been reognized. We will

demonstrate this e�et and show how the yield obje-

tive an be integrated into the oorplanning proess

together with the traditional objetives.

2. Preliminaries
Manufaturing defets an be roughly lassi�ed into

two types: systemati defets and random spot de-

fets. Systemati defets, whih inlude parametri

defets and mask misallignements, must be dealt with

during the fabriation proess. Random spot defets,

on the other hand, annot be eliminated during fab-

riation and may therefore be a target for redution

tehniques during the design proess. The expeted

number of these random spot defets inreases with

the hip area and as a result, they are of great signi�-

ane when yield is of onern.

Some spot defets ause missing material, whih

may result in open iruits, while others ause extra

patterns, whih may result in short iruits. These

defets an also be lassi�ed into intra-layer defets

and inter-layer defets. Intra-layer defets our as

a result of partiles deposited during the lithographi

proesses. Examples inlude missing or extra metal,

di�usion or polysilion, and defets in the silion sub-

strate due to ontamination in the deposition pro-

esses. Inter-layer defets inlude missing material in

the vias between two metal layers or between a metal
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layer and polysilion, and extra material between the

substrate and metal (or di�usion or polysilion) or be-

tween two separate metal layers. These inter-layer de-

fets our as a result of loal ontamination, e.g. dust

partiles.

Spot defets do not neessarily result in strutural

faults suh as line breaks or short iruits. In order to

ause a iruit fault, a defet has to be large enough to

onnet two disjoint ondutors or disonnet a on-

tinuous pattern. Thus, the probability of a defet re-

sulting in a fault depends on the loation of the defet,

its size and the density of the layout. The fration of

manufaturing defets whih result in funtional (ir-

uit) faults is alled the probability of failure (pof) and

the produt of the total hip area and the pof is alled

the ritial area [16℄. The ritial area for defets of a

ertain type, say type i, is denoted by A

()

i

and is equal

to the average size of the area in whih the enter of

a defet of type i must fall in order to ause a iruit

failure, for a given distribution of the defet size.

Sine the pof and the ritial area are related,

either one an be alulated �rst. Several methods

for alulating these parameters are used in pratie.

Some methods are geometry-based and alulate the

ritial area �rst, while others are Monte-Carlo type

(e.g., [28℄) and alulate the pof �rst. A detailed de-

sription of the methods for alulating the ritial

area is available in [12℄.

One the ritial areas are alulated for a given

hip layout and for all the various defet types, they

are then used to ompute the average number of faults

on the hip, denoted by �, using

� =

X

i

A

()

i

d

i

where d

i

is the average number of defets of type i

per unit area. � is the most important parameter of

all mathematial models whih are presently used to

alulate the projeted yield of a hip. Suh models

inlude the basi Poisson model, whih assumes that

the defets are uniformly distributed on the wafer and

the Negative Binomial model whih allows for defet

lustering, a phenomenon whih has been observed in

most manufaturing lines [8℄. The expressions for the

hip yield are

Y = Y

0

e

��

; Y = Y

0

(1 + �=�)

��

for the Poisson and Negative Binomial models, respe-

tively. Y

0

is the gross yield fator; this is the probabil-

ity that the hip is not hit by gross defets aused by

systemati proessing problems. � is the lustering

parameter, whih indiates the severity of the lus-

tering of defets on the wafer. Values for the three

parameters, Y

0

, � and �, are ommonly obtained by

semiondutor manufaturers using simple estimation

tehniques.
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Figure 1: The e�et of ritial area redution on yield

improvement
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3. The Impact of placement, routing and com-
paction on yield
The �nal steps in the design proedure, namely plae-

ment, routing and ompation, all a�et the yield sim-

ilarly. All three determine the proximity of adjaent

devies and interonnets, and thus set the value of

the ritial area, whih, in turn, a�ets the value of

�. The e�et of redution in the ritial area on the

yield of a hip depends on its size, as shown in Figure

1. The yields in this �gure were alulated using the

Negative Binomial model with Y

0

= 0.95, � = 2.0 and
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d = 0.5/m

2

. For example, the yield of a 3.0m

2

hip

an be improved by 14.2% if a redution of 15% in the

ritial area is ahieved.

Most urrent CAD tools for these steps attempt

to optimize the designed iruit with respet to per-

formane and total silion area while making sure that

the basi design rules are not violated. Devies are put

as lose to eah other as possible so that the area will

be minimal, and interonnets are made as short as

possible in order to minimize the signal delays. These

objetives tend, in most ases, to lead to layouts with

uneven density of devies and wires. Some portions

of the layout have a very high density, resulting in a

very high pof value, whih makes them very sensitive

to defets, while other portions of the layout are more

sparse. This is due to the fat that patterns (like poly-

gons) of various shapes are paked into a retangular

area.

From the point of view of yield, the best layout

is one with almost uniform spaing between adjaent

patterns and with as short wires as possible. Uni-

form spaing redues the sensitivity to short-iruit

type defets, while short wires redue the sensitivity

to open-iruit type defets. In most ases, these are

two oniting objetives and a tradeo� between the

two sensitivities is inevitable. This tradeo� is greatly

simpli�ed in pratie, sine short-iruit type defets

have a onsiderably higher density than open-iruit

type defets [7℄. Muh more signi�ant improvements

in yield an be made by fousing on uniform spaing

than on having short wires.

One might assume that reahing a uniform layout

is best ahieved in the ompation step. However, by

this stage of the physial design the relative positions

of all the layout patterns and the assignment of wire

segments to di�erent layers have already been om-

pleted; as a result, the apabilities of the ompation

step are limited. We must, therefore, pay attention to

the yield during the plaement and routing steps as

well.

We now briey outline the methods whih have

been developed for yield enhanement during the last

steps of the physial design proedure. The main goal

of the ompation step is area minimization with the

purpose of inreasing the number of hips in the wafer.

Most ompators also have some seondary objetives,

like minimizing the total wire length and minimizing

the number of jogs, with the goal of performane im-

provement. Unfortunately, some ompators plae

all iruit elements as losely as the design rules per-

mit, unneessarily paking many elements very lose

together, whih results in a large ritial area for short-

iruit defets. Moreover, some ompators streth

various wire segments in order to maintain the original

topology, resulting in longer nets with a large ritial

area for open-iruit defets.

Two approahes to yield-enhaned ompation

have been proposed. In one, loal modi�ations in

the layout are made as a post-ompation step [1, 5℄.

These modi�ations redue the sensitivity to defets

by redistributing the spaing between elements and

by inreasing the width of several wires. Redutions

in ritial area of about 8% were reported [5℄. In the

seond approah (e.g., [2℄) the ompation algorithm

is modi�ed so that both the ritial area and the more

traditional objetives of ompation are optimized.

Sine ompation is the last stage of the physial

layout synthesis, the e�etiveness of the yield enhane-

ment at this stage is highly dependent on the quality

of the layout generated by the previous stages. Ad-

ditional yield improvements an therefore be ahieved

through strategies for routing, layer assignment and

the like.

Most routers try to minimize the number of vias in

the layout. The minimum width and spaing require-

ments for vias are larger than those for wires and thus,

more ompat designs are usually aomplished with

fewer vias. Sometimes, to avoid a via, routers may in-

trodue very long wire segments, whih learly result

in a higher ritial area. However, in ertain situations

it may be worthwhile to leave the vias intat (or even

add new ones) to avoid unneessarily long interon-

nets. For example, for the defet densities reported

in [7℄, adding a via whih an eliminate more than 15

mirons of polysilion redues the ritial area.

As for the ompation step, two approahes for

yield-enhaned routing have been followed, one mak-

ing post-routing modi�ations and the other modify-

ing the routing algorithm to add yield to the design ob-

jetives. In [4, 6℄, algorithms for modifying two-layer

hannel routing to redue the wire length were pre-

sented, moving nets from one trak to another, inter-

hanging nets and entire traks, and reassigning nets

to di�erent layers. Redution of about 14% in the to-
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tal wire length of the vertial layer and of about 30%

in the number of vias were reported.

New routing algorithms (for hannels [20℄, sea of

gates [13℄ and gridless hannels [27℄) have been devel-

oped with yield as an objetive. A redution of 6.4%

in the layout sensitivity to defets has been reported

[13℄.

4. The Impact of floorplanning on yield
The oorplanning step seems to be the least likely to

have an impat on the yield and, onsequently, VLSI

designers rarely onsider yield issues when seleting a

oorplan for a newly designed hip. This is still jus-

ti�ed for hips whih either have almost no lustered

defets (allowing the use of the Poisson yield model)

or are small relative to the size of the defet lusters.

However, large area integrated iruits (e.g., 2m

2

and

up) may have di�erent yields depending on their oor-

plan [15℄. The dependene between the oorplan and

the projeted yield is espeially signi�ant for hips

whih either have di�erent types of modules with dif-

ferent fault densities, or have some inorporated re-

dundany.

Exat analysis of several oorplans using the

medium-size lustering yield model [14℄ has revealed

that in order to ahieve the best yield, the most sen-

sitive (to defets) modules should be plaed near the

enter of the hip while the least sensitive modules

should be plaed at the orners. This makes sense in-

tuitively, beause a fault luster that ours at a orner

is more likely to hit two or even four adjaent hips on

the wafer. Modules plaed in the orners should thus

be as insensitive (to defets) as possible. A di�erene

in yield of about 14% between the most favorable oor-

plan and the least favorable one was reported in [16℄ for

a 64-bit miroproessor of size 14.7�15.3mm

2

. Gains

in yield due to oorplan modi�ations were also re-

ported for some memory ICs with built-in redundany

[18℄.

In ontrast to the layout modi�ations for yield

enhanement whih are made during the last steps of

the physial design, hanges made in the oorplan in

order to inrease yield are more likely to adversely af-

fet the onventional objetives, whih are minimizing

the total hip area and reduing the routing ost, i.e.,

the total length of the interonneting wires. Sine

there is no diret relationship between the defet den-
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Figure 2: Four yield and wiring ost Pareto-optimal

oorplans.

sity of a module and its onnetivity to other modules,

it is very likely that the oorplans with the highest

possible yield will not have the smallest wiring ost.

Clearly, minimizing the total wiring length, whih im-

pats the performane of the hip, will always be more

important than inreasing the expeted yield.

Consequently, a highly suitable way to solve this

multi-objetive optimization problem is to generate a

set of \Pareto-optimal" solutions, so that none of the

solutions in the set dominates any of the others, and

all are onsidered equally optimal. The designer an

then selet one out of these Pareto-optimal oorplans

aording to the relative signi�ane of the two obje-

tives. Sine searhing for a oorplan whih optimizes

either one of these two objetives is, in the general

ase, NP-omplete, a onstrutive algorithm [29℄ for

generating oorplans with the wiring ost as the pri-

mary objetive and the yield as the seondary obje-

tive has been developed [19℄. An example of the set of

Pareto-optimal oorplans generated by this onstru-

tive algorithm for a miroproessor is shown in Figure

2. The four Pareto-optimal oorplans are depited in

Figure 3. In these oorplans modules 7, 3 and 9 are

the ROM, Instrution Cahe and Data Cahe, respe-

tively, and have the highest devie density resulting

in the highest sensitivity to defets among all twelve

modules. Modules 1, 2, 5 and 6 (random logi units

like Instrution Deode) have the lowest devie den-
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Figure 3: The four Pareto-optimal oorplans.

sity. Notie that in oorplan (a), whih has the highest

projeted yield (see Figure 2), all three most sensitive

modules are in the enter of the hip. These three

modules are at the hip boundaries in oorplan (a).

This and other examples presented in [19℄ show

that even if the wiring length is onsidered of utmost

importane, the yield an still be maximized within

the set of oorplans with the minimal wiring length or

at least a length very lose to it.

5. Conclusions
With the density and size of hips onstantly inreas-

ing, the importane of high yield is inreasing as well.

We should no longer limit the e�orts to improve yield

to the manufaturing stage. Instead, suh e�orts

should be inorporated into the VLSI design steps

as well. Tehniques for yield enhanement during

various steps of the design proess have already

been developed. We should further improve these

tehniques and inorporate them into the CAD tools

whih we use.
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